Youth Leadership Training

Critical Thinking and Decision Making
Two of the most critical skills employers look for in our 21st century society are critical thinking and decision making. Join Leadership Training Team member, Taylor, as she discusses these skills, tools to execute them efficiently, and solution-based leadership.
Presented by Taylor Stewart, Leadership Training Team

Elevate Your Story
The power of first impressions is a major area of influence as a leader. 30 seconds is all it takes to make or break your first impression with someone. Learn how to turn those 30 seconds or less into a lasting impression that will help you build meaningful relationships with anyone from any background. In Elevate Your Story with Ashley Brinton, you will sketch out the possibilities and learn how to harness your first impression power to your advantage!
Presented by Ashley Brinton, Leadership Training Team

Getting the Job: Developing Skills for Success
This high-impact twenty-minute presentation is designed for students who want to sharpen their application skills with resume development and interview preparation. Students will be walked through different common scenarios that they will encounter as job or scholarship applicants and will learn tips and strategies to effectively mitigate challenges, ultimately building skills that will propel them to the top of the applicant pool.
Presented by Zack Love, Leadership Training Team

Mental Health
During this presentation we will be addressing multiple topics centered around mental health. These topics include what is mental health and why is it important, the stigma surrounding mental health, what factors can influence your mental health, what poor mental health can look like, and how to improve your mental health.
Presented by Hannah Owens, Abby Stern and Madeline Wittstruck
2019-2020 National Executive Council

Productivity Palooza
During this presentation, we are going to be discussing how to be productive, especially during these challenging times. We will be covering topics such as why we set goals, goal setting tips, establishing routines, setting realistic goals, and prioritizing.
Presented by Hannah Owens, Abby Stern, and Nate Worley
2019-2020 National Executive Council

Promote Your Story
Grab your arts and crafts or get your favorite computer program ready as you learn how to write your story with Brisa and Colten. In this hands-on presentation, you will learn how to create and celebrate your story using social media! You won't want to miss this opportunity to promote FCCLA’s 75th anniversary and celebrate how you have been a part of it!
Presented by Brisa Hernandez and Colten Sedman
2019-2020 National Executive Council

Servant’s Heart: A Guide to Leadership
Grace and Marcia will discuss the true definition of servant leadership as well as provide examples of servant leaders throughout history. In this informational and interactive workshop, members will gain knowledge on servant leadership qualities as well as participate in activities that demonstrate what it means to be a servant. This workshop is for members who want to take their leadership in their families, careers, and communities to the next level.
Presented by Grace Allphin and Marcia Williams
2019-2020 National Executive Council

SPEAK Your Story: Public Speaking 101
During this session, leaders will learn how to SPEAK their story. The session will give leaders the opportunity to practice strategies to overcome being scared or nervous for speeches, how to prepare for a speech, and how to develop the parts of a speech. You will need a piece of paper, pencil, and excitement for public speaking!
Presented by Sarah Smith, Leadership Training Team

Stand Up with FCCLA
In this comprehensive breakdown of the Stand Up program by FCCLA, members will learn how to advocate for what they are passionate about using the three units: Assess, Educate, and Advocate. Members will leave this session with 21st century advocacy training and a passion for change.
Presented by Caitlin Foster and Tyler Lemley
2019-2020 National Executive Council
**STAR Event Blackout Bingo**
Are you new to FCCLA and hoping to learn more about our organization’s STAR events? An aspiring FCCLA officer looking to quiz yourself? This is the workshop for you! Come test your knowledge, and discover the perfect STAR Event for you. Presented by Nathon Taylor, Leadership Training Team

**The National Programs: Your Next Adventure**
FCCLA’s National Programs offer fantastic rewards for chapters! This session will teach members about all eight National Programs, potential National Program project ideas, and how to apply for program rewards. Stay tuned for a surprise game show at the end! Presented by Ashley Turner, Leadership Training Team

**Turning the Tables on Time**
In this highly-interactive session, members will be able to visualize how they are spending their time and create a game plan to conquer the day with effective time management. Presented by Ashley Turner, Leadership Training Team

**Adviseer Alley Sessions**

**Adviser Professional Development**

**Baking Education: Home to Career**
This session will demonstrate three or more essential FCS standards-based baking teaching strategies, techniques and resources to assist FCS educators in successful family and culinary baking education. Baking applications and benefits for families, communities and career opportunities will be discussed and connections provided. Presented by the Home Baking Association.

**CareerSafe Online: Safety Education for America’s Future**
CareerSafe’s mission is to deliver Safety Education for America’s Future. We provide fully online, low-cost training for students to help them succeed in all aspects of their future. CareerSafe’s safety courses are an engaging, informative solution to helping students mitigate risks and stay safe. Visit www.CareerSafeOnline.com to see which course will help maximize your students’ future success and safety. Presented by Sharyn Fisher, CareerSafe Online

**State Officer Training**
This year’s State Officer Training focuses on discovering officers’ unique personality types and honing in on their key strengths. We will examine how our personality types play a role in team dynamics and building a personal legacy. Additionally, we will discuss topics such as selfless leadership, the power of positivity, and leaving room for personal growth. Ashley and Zack, as former state and national officers themselves, are ecstatic to share their best officer advice with all of you. Presented by Zack Love and Ashley Turner, Leadership Training Team

**Alumni & Associates Presentations**
All Alumni & Associate members and 2020 graduates are invited to join us at the Alumni & Associates session. Come learn about the benefits of being a member while also hearing from guest speakers.
- Dr. Jeff Carlson
- Lindsey Barta
- Lucas Aragon
- Regina Grgo
- Tucker Berry

**Gamify Your Classroom for Anywhere Learning**
In this session, you will learn how to create an immersive and empowering gamified learning experiences from anywhere! Using Google Sites, Tisha Richmond, will walk you through her Anywhere Learning Game Plan that would work in any content area or grade level. This gamified framework will allow students to access the learning from the brick and mortar or virtual learning environment for flexibility in an uncertain educational landscape. Presented by Tisha Richmond, FCS Educator

**Introducing High School Leadership Courses**
Participants will learn about the four essential roles of leadership and how we have infused our most relevant leadership content into four leadership courses for FCCLA members. Presented by Franklin Covey.

**Jumpstarting Chapter Management: Tips & Tricks**
Take a shortcut to starting your new year by using the information shared in this workshop. Everything from officer duties, officer training, chapter project management, and a point system to how to run officer
candidates and more will give you a great place to start. All documents can be downloaded and adapted to fit your chapter's needs. Presented by NCT member Joline Dunbar.

Lead4Change – How do I do this Program? Stephanie Morell takes you step-by-step through the Lead4Change program by showing the website and all the features. Find out how to get started, how to make things work in your environment and how to participate, even if you are not physically in the classroom. If you have participated in Lead4Change in the past, this is a great time to see what is new!

New Adviser – Resources to Know Fellow FCCLA adviser and National Consultant team member, Heather Hussong, will explore the New Adviser Handbook, FCCLA classroom integration resources, and shortcut for bulk affiliation. This session has the new adviser in mind, however, anyone looking to learn how to access valuable resources should check it out!

Overview of Children's Environmental Health The presentation will focus on why protecting children from environmental health exposures is essential and the role EPA's Office of Children's Health Protection plays in keeping children safe from environmental hazards. Presented by Ted Coopwood, EPA

Power of One as Class Project As an adviser, you are always looking for a way to recruit new members and recognize current members. The Power of One National Program is a perfect fit for both. By utilizing the program as a class project, you help students set goals, promote FCCLA, and recognize member's accomplishments. Presented by Tracy Way, FCCLA Adviser

Say YES to Say YES to FCS Campaign! This session is designed to offer chapter and state advisers ideas to implement Say Yes to FCS at the local or state level. Recruiting students to major in FCS Education is the greatest investment we can make in our profession. This session will be filled with creative ideas to take your recruitment efforts to the next level. Presented by Kayla Godbey and Tammy Camel, KY Department of Education

Stand Up! National Program Review Formally STOP the Violence, the Stand Up National Program is fully updated! The FCCLA Stand Up national peer education program guides members to develop, plan, carry out, and evaluate advocacy activities to improve the quality of life in their communities. Members develop their voice to make a positive impact.

This session will give you ideas on how to use this new program in your FCS classroom. Presented by Rene Ketchum NCT

Teaching Effectively Online using KP Compass Teaching online is a very scary thing. So many online teaching tools are being thrust on you without any training. Learn how to use KP Compass to teach to your students with rigor and engagement. KP has created a learning system that uses artificial intelligence to create a personalized experience for students to master the curriculum. Any teacher can pick up the tool and create projects using your existing content. Presented by Nai Wang, KP Education

Telling a Story through Fashion Sketching This fashion workshop is an introduction to fashion sketching. The introductory session teaches basic techniques to assist in creating fashion illustrations and go over the supplies that are needed. Plus, simple tips and tricks on how to incorporate illustrations into the classroom. Help your students tell their story through fashion sketching. Presented by Karin Davis, FCCLA Adviser

The Value of MoneySKILL The AFSA Education Foundation will be providing a demonstration of our online personal finance curriculum, MoneySKILL. MoneySKILL is a free resource for educators designed to educate youth about money management fundamentals and provide them skills and knowledge necessary to make sound financial decisions. In this presentation, we will share teacher testimonials about the benefits of MoneySKILL and you will learn how to use this resource to teach personal finance in your own classroom. Presented by Olivia DiBiase, AFSA Education Foundation

The Transition Formula (T+C+C=ST) For anyone looking for a way to navigate from their current situation to their future destination, this simple formula will help you discover the simple three step process which is crucial to your future success. During transitions, most people are only aware of one of the three elements which is needed for transition success. During this presentation, you can get the full transition formula so that you can put yourself, your family, and your company in position to transition. Presented by Derrick Furlow Jr., Sports Life Business

Viewing Change through Colored Glasses What is your reaction to change? Do you understand change and the different aspects of change? This presentation will help you discover your reaction to change and work through your understanding of it. Readjust your view of the world and how to deal with change. Presented by Deborah Fry, YFU
State and Chapter Adviser Best Practices

A Virtual Tour of the Portal
The Adviser Portal of the FCCLA national website is full of great resources and useful information but it can be daunting to navigate. Take this virtual tour and discover something new! Presented by Savannah Wegner, FCCLA Adviser

Be a STAR with STAR Events
STAR Events can be tricky with so much to manage! Learn tips and tricks for guiding students to choose events they will excel at, administrative organization and communications, and structuring work time. Included in this season are editable resources to implement into your current STAR Event management toolbox. Presented by Nicki Pedeliski, FCCLA Adviser

Build Baking Best Practices
COVID-19 revealed the need for baking education best practices bridging home baking with FCCLA community leadership in Families First, Financial Fitness, Power of One as well as Career Connections. Gain best baking practices distance learning resources for students at home or in school labs plus continuing professional development opportunities for FCS teachers and advisers. Presented by the Home Baking Association

Create Your Own Family and Consumer Sciences Story
Ready to develop your unique story to share about your profession? In this session, we will explore why we all need a strong story as well as best practices for implementing our stories. The end result is for each of us to share that story with students, parents, administrators, and others so they realize the tremendous, positive impact we each have through FCS content and FCCLA leadership activities. Presented by Paula Tripp, Oklahoma State University

Future FCCLA Advisers
What are some things that I need to think about in a job interview? How should I start my first days of school? How will I start reaching prospective FCCLA members in my FCS classes? This 10-minute talk will give you some insight to help you with your new job and your new FCCLA chapter. Presented by Rene Ketchum, NCT

Game-Based Learning with FCCLA
Explore game-based learning and three games to bring back to your FCS classes or FCCLA chapter.

The games provided in this presentation are FCCLA National Program Mini Games, FCCLA National Programs Spoons, and FCCLA 30 Second Rule. Presented by Miranda Bright, FCCLA Adviser

Go for the Gold
It all starts in September! See how setting expectations early with a month-by-month guide, that transitions to a weekly plan, will have your competitors ready for the minutes when gold is earned. Presented by Heather Hussong, NCT

Grab Bag Chapter Organization!
In this workshop, Cheryl Uceny will be sharing several chapter organization ideas she has used over the years, and bring back now and again. She will bring ideas on communication, forms, recognition, and maybe some she has heard of but haven't gotten to yet! Presented by Cheryl Uceny, NECA

Lead4Change – What's New?
You are familiar with Lead4Change - now find out what's new and how to stay actively involved, even in a virtual teaching environment. We welcome you into an overview of member messages and information to keep you up to date and ready to go! Presented by Linda Spahr and Ed Troxell, Lead4Change

Making the Most of National Programs
Find out how to make the most of National Programs by making them the focus of everything you do in your chapter. Learn about opportunities for funding provided through National Program awards and partner/sponsor contests! Make National Programs work for you! Presented by Joline Dunbar, NCT

Parent Sessions

Tips for Parents
For many young people in today's modern world, the list of demands they find themselves dealing with is endless. FCCLA provides opportunities for students to develop the skills necessary to transition from childhood, to adolescence, to adulthood. What role does the parent or caregiver play in this process? Presented by National BOD Chair, Jason Skidmore.

Curb the Need for Speed during Covid-19
A conversation about reckless driving during COVID-19, the culture of speeding and what we can do to change it. Presented by Ford Driving Skills for Life.
Days for Girls Community Service Project
Days for Girls (DfG) International is an award-winning non-profit organization creating a more dignified and humane world for girls and women through advocacy, reproductive health awareness, and education. Their solutions have reached more than 100+ nations on six continents. Through a community-based sewing and health enterprise, communities all over the world, have made the feminine hygiene kits and then distributed them to those in need. Presented by Faith Alabi, Chapter President

FCCLA’s Global Impact: Stockholm, Sweden
Join FCCLA alumni, Jane Kratz and Zack Love, for a Red Talk on their trip to Stockholm, Sweden as FCCLA youth and safety advocates at the 2nd World Youth Assembly for Road Safety. During the presentation, members will get to learn about FCCLA’s commitment to youth safety and ways to get involved as leaders in building a safer and healthier future for their communities.

International Fashion Travel + Creative Process
Shevare’ has a conversation with James Harrison (fashion curator, professor, and speaker) about the impact of traveling abroad on their creative processes. They highlight traveling to Europe and MAGIC Las Vegas. The video also includes a virtual trip to Milano Unica Fashion Trade Show in Italy.

Inspiring Youth to be Lifelong Servant Leaders
As courageous service leaders, youth have the power to continue to be changemakers for generations to come. We must invest in the next cohort of leaders by encouraging them to understand the holistic importance of community service, as it benefits them, their communities, and other young people. Presented by Lauren Grimes, The Community Enrichment Project

Lead4Change in a Virtual World
Lead4Change is excited to have you learn about leadership and doing community service. Even in a virtual world, you can make a difference and serve others. We know that you have tons of ideas -- now let’s put them into action. Presented by Linda Spahr and Ed Troxell, Lead4Change

Let’s Talk about Trades
Ever thought about taking an educational turn towards trades? This Red Talk looks at the various advantages of a trade or vocational school education. Focusing on the new student’s ‘desire for doing,’ we break the trade stereotype and bring to light the rewards of a skill. Highlighting post high school options for graduates, Whitney directly compares the paths of traditional higher education and skilled training. Presented by Whitney Weber, Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts.

Ohana Means Family
This presentation is on being a positive member and role model in your family. The five units of the Families First National Program will be the basis for this Red Talk and we will take an in-depth look at each of them and their application to our lives today. Katie will help members to find real world connections between the FCCLA National Programs and their own lives. Thus, opening their eyes to the true potential of FCCLA and the ability if has to change their lives. Presented by Katie Harfmann, FCCLA Peer Educator

Prepare for Tomorrow Today
Don't wait until it's too late to find your passion for the future! Tune in to this Red Talk to learn about the steps that high school students can take now to find and nurture their future careers. Whether it’s a career in teaching, culinary arts, or anything in between, you’ll find tips on how to pursue the future with a purpose. This presentation will provide resources to those considering any of the four FCCLA Career Pathways and encourage students to develop a passion to make working fun. Presented by Megan Jennings, FCCLA chapter member.

Re-Purposing with Keep Loup Beautiful
Amy Hughes, Keep Loup Basin Beautiful Project Coordinator, challenges you to learn to think “outside-the-box” when it comes to common-use items. They potentially have a multitude of re-purpose options if you let them. Re-purposing lets the creative juices flow and also helps leave a positive lasting impact on our environment. Let’s explore some items commonly disposed of that could potentially be turned into an entrepreneurial opportunity.

The Story of THEM
Based on more than 90 years of combined experience in the Tourism, Hospitality and Event Management (THEM) industries, professors share information about the skills tomorrow’s Hospitality and Tourism leaders will need to have and trends that will affect the (THEM) industries. Presented by Jeremy Robinett, Western Illinois University

The Trouble with Fast Fashion
Fashion is something we can use to define ourselves and our culture. It can be used to make social and political statements. However, the rate at which fast fashion is expanding is harmful to us and the planet. Our society needs to realized how fast fashions are produced, manufactured, and destroyed, and what we can do to correct it. Presented by Julian Over, FCCLA Chapter Member
Tips for College Success
Preparing to go to college? Learn about college success tips that have been helpful to current college students and listen to them share what they wish they would have known when they first started college. Presented by Nielson Brooke, Brigham Young University-Idaho

Get the FACTS!
We all know a lot of fun facts, but today we are going to get the facts about FACTS. During this presentation, we will learn about what a National Program is, what FACTS is, how we can all do a FACTS project, and finally some of the unique opportunities that FCCLA members are able to participate in because of our various partnerships. Presented by Luke Vannus, Ohio FCCLA

How to Perfect Your Poise and Elevator Pitch
Every brand has a story and every brand has a personality. Both of these things are linked to you. It is up to you to develop your body language, eye contact, confidence, and public speaking abilities. All of these things are critical to inspire people to be connected to your brand. Learn from Karen Price, Director of Model Development at Hoffman International Modeling Agency.

Your Story: Be the Change in Traffic Safety
Car crashes kill young people more than any other cause. Tyson Dever, motivational speaker and representative from Teens in the Driver Seat, shares how you can be the change in traffic safety. Teens in the Driver Seat® is America’s first peer-to-peer safety program for young drivers and passengers. Teens involved in TDS learn ways to develop and deliver effective safety messages to their peers. To learn more please visit t-driver.com or follow us on social media @teensdriverseat.com.

How to Persevere through Entrepreneurship
You will discover how to persevere through the rigors of entrepreneurship. Learn from Jordan Williams, founder of Keefe Cravat, a bowtie luxury line.

How to Live a More Sustainable Lifestyle
This presentation will cover a variety of topics related to living a sustainable lifestyle without having to spend a lot of money. Some of these topics include the steps to take, easy changes you can make, and showing how to reduce your food waste. Presented by Abby Stern, NEC

It’s Okay to NOT Be Okay: Befriend Your Beast
Talking about our feelings and the deep inner workings of ourselves can be hard, even unpleasant for many. In this presentation, Breanna will tell you her quick story on how she found out that it was okay to NOT be okay. After her mother’s passing, she held all of her emotions inside. Her own toxic independence broke her. Through research and those around her, she started to understand herself. Now, she will teach you how she got there, and how you can be there, too. Presented by Breanna Lorenzen, FCCLA member
Cooking with the National President
On this episode of 'Cooking with the National President,' Tyler Lemley will walk through how to make his locally renowned take on Shepherd's Pie and Sautéed Vegetables. Dive into this exciting dish with Tyler while he also describes kitchen do's and don'ts, explains why he can't help but use the most amount of dishes possible, and answers some frequently asked culinary questions. You won't want to miss this presentation!

Decadent Salted Chocolate Caramel Corn Tart
These tarts are not only decadent, rich and buttery, they are slightly addictive! We will explore the development of a pâte sablée dough, review sugar stages, and highlight the importance of flavor balances. Presented by Camorrow Jones, August Escoffier School of Culinary Arts.

Differentiate Yourself with ACF Certification
With thousands of chefs competing in the job market, it is essential to prove your culinary competency. ACF certification validates your knowledge and skills as a chef making you a more valuable employee. Learn the different pathways to achieve ACF certification, from educational instructions to apprenticeships and on-the-job training.

Distance Learning with Baking STEAM during COVID-19
Home Baking Association and member, Aaron Clanton, demonstrates connections to baking STEAM as he and Lisa teach fundamental baking ingredient science with Scones.

Egg Substitution Science
Starting with an egg, you can build baking “STEAM” with ingredient substitution science labs that explore baking for special needs, new markets, or specialty baked goods for today’s consumers. Presented by the Home Baking Association.

Incorporating Soft Skills into Your Lessons
Join Mary McCarley, 2016 SHAPE America Southern District Teacher of the Year and Goodheart-Willcox Content Specialist, as she shares the value of incorporating soft skills into CTE courses and strategies for successful implementation. Teachers will leave with ten new soft skills activities and assessments for their teacher toolbox. In addition, all attendees will receive complimentary access to soft skills resources from Goodheart-Willcox.

How to Develop a Size Chart
Every brand needs a size chart. The sooner you can develop your chart the better your customers can start to trust your fit from collection to collection. Learn from Pamela Lucas, Director of Curriculum and Instruction for Rightfully Sewn.

How to Properly Braise Chicken Legs and Thighs
We will show in our video how braise the chicken from beginning to end. We will include how to brown the chicken, and finish it with a pan sauce. We will talk about how braising is a cost-efficient way to cook inexpensive cuts of meats. Presented by Paola Tello, August Escoffier School of Culinary Arts.

Best Baking Practices: How to Temp Baked Goods
Temperatures are important in baking. Everyone's wondered at some time if their bread or cake is done at center, if liquid temperatures are correct for yeast fermentation, and if butter is chilled or softened for an optimum pastry or batter. Since raw batter or dough is never safe to eat and under-done products cannot be served, stored or sold, taking interior temperatures is a best baking practice FCCLA student members must know. Presented by the Home Baking Association.

Job Interviews: A Step to Getting a Job
This job interview presentation provides tips for a successful interview. Students will also have the opportunity to critique mock job interviews with industry feedback. Participants will leave the demonstration will the knowledge needed to refine and strengthen their job interview skills. Presented by Patricia and Rick Hudson, Character Minutes.

Makeup in the Modern Workplace
Presentation is key in a modern workplace. Overall appearances create crucial first impressions that can make or break business partnerships. In this Career Pathway Demonstration, Hannah reviews and shows how to apply appropriate makeup for the modern business world. From her initial skincare to her red lipstick, Hannah gives tips and explanations to members and advisers alike on how to take care of their skin and how to wear workplace appropriate makeup. Presented by Hannah Owens, FCCLA National Officer.

Mask Making
SVP Worldwide and Rightfully Sewn join together to help hospitals and organizations with the COVID-19 medical supply shortage. Watch this video to learn their method in making masks.

Rockin’ the Red (Velvet) Cupcakes
Join Leadership Training Team member, Taylor, as she demonstrates how to make a copycat recipe of Georgetown Cupcake's red velvet cupcakes. Georgetown Cupcake bakery was featured on TLC's hit show “DC Cupcakes” and is one of the most popular eateries in our nation's capital.
Royal Icing for Decorated Cookies
Learn tips and tricks to make perfectly decorated iced cookies and make them into works of art. Learn royal icing fundamentals. Presented by The Butter Book.

Say Yes to FCS
Learn why Lisa Pluff chose to be a high school FCS and baking instructor as she “solves” a baking challenge: stopping “cookie crumble” in oatmeal raisin cookies. Presented by Home Baking Association.

Techniques of Fashion Draping
Explore the various ways Fashion Designers rely on draping for pattern making and inspiration. Kelly Pudgil, freelance Fashion Designer, and FIDM graduate, former FIDM Instructor and current FIDM Regional Manager, will walk students through the importance of draping for accurate pattern creation, as well as the creativity of draping for inspiration, fabric functionality, and couture designing.

WindowsWear Presents:
1. In an age where consumers are spending more time purchasing items online than ever before, a seamless e-commerce experience is paramount to the success of a brand. How does a luxury brand translate the brick and mortar in store intimacy with an insular online experience? WindowsWear has done extensive research in this arena and here are some of the best examples of e-commerce packaging experiences from luxury brands including: Marc Jacobs, Louis Vuitton, Gucci, and Tom Ford.
2. The meticulous construction of an element of visual merchandising can visually reinforce a brand’s identity for consumers, in this video enjoy the work of Booma Group as they showcase the creation of a Coach campaign window.

E-Commerce Packaging DEMOS for:
• Coach
• Chloé
• Giorgio Armani
• Gucci
• Hermès
• Louis Vuitton
• Marc Jacobs
• Yves Saint Laurent
• Tom Ford
• Tod’s

GENERAL SESSIONS

Opening General Session
Join us in celebrating how “Your Story” has helped write OUR story by kicking-off FCCLA’s first-ever Virtual National Leadership Conference! Recognizing this year’s National Program and partner contest award winners, honoring FCCLA’s 75th anniversary Leadership Hall of Fame inductees, and featuring keynote speaker, Dr. Julia Garcia, take part in the Opening General Session to jumpstart your VNLC journey!

Top 20 NOC Speeches
Thirty-three (33) National Officer Candidates decided to take their leadership to the next level by running for national office. Check out FCCLA’s top 20 National Officer Candidates to see who advanced in the election process and watch their three-minute speeches virtually!

Business Session
The Business Session was conducted virtually on June 24 by the National Executive Council. The bylaw amendment which proposed to streamline membership affiliation and adviser on-boarding by removing the comprehensive and occupational membership categories by uniting all members under one type of membership, passed and will take effect immediately. The national officers also updated the voting delegates on membership, the financial status of the organization, and a shared a summary of the council’s year.

Recognition Session
We can’t turn the page on this chapter of OUR story without celebrating the success of our FCCLA family! We encourage you to join us in the Recognition Session as we award National Program winners and other national award recipients, recognize the top three FCCLA/LifeSmarts Knowledge Bowl champions, congratulate our members who have said Yes to FCS, and view our first virtual fashion show!

Closing General Session
Don’t miss the opportunity to make FCCLA’s Closing General Session a part of “Your Story!” Hear from Future Homemakers of Japan exchange students, congratulate this year’s scholarship recipients and Class of 2020, get a sneak peek into FCCLA’s upcoming conferences and next year’s theme, and wish farewell to the 2019-2020 National Executive Council. We can’t wait to “see” you there!
Alumni & Associates Chat

Chat live with Alumni & Associates Leaders
- Dr. Jeff Carlson – Senior Director of Strategy & Rural Engagement, Global Policy & External Relations for The College Board
- Lucas Aragon – Executive Director, Design for ABC Television
- Tucker Berry – Graduate of the Master of International Affairs program at the Bush School of Government and Public Service, Texas A&M University

Adviser Chat

Chat live with National Consultant Team Members and National Executive Council Advisers on specific topics
- Chapter Management with Joline Dunbar
- Classroom Integration with Cindy Brace
- Competitive Events Planning with Heather Hussong
- National Programs with Cheryl Uceny

Ask an Expert Chat

Chat live with experts in various careers aligned with the Career Pathways
- Education & Training: New Adviser Advice with Kim Paslay, National Executive Council Adviser
- Education & Training: Say Yes to FCS with Dr. Lori Myers, Senior Director-Credentialing, Education and Research, American Association Of Family & Consumer Sciences (AAFCS)
- Real World Skills: Leadership Development with Joline Dunbar, National Consultant Team
- Real World Skills: Stand Up National Program with Rene Ketchum, National Consultant Team
- Hospitality & Tourism with Theresa Holmes, CMP, Director, Conference Planning and Events, American Counseling Association
- Hospitality & Tourism with Kimberly Graves, National Account Director, Travel Portland
- Visual Arts & Design: Flower Design and Business Ownership with Rene Shiffler
- Human Services: Middle School Counseling with Daisy Gomes, Professional School Counselor

Ask a National Officer

Chat live with each 2019-2020 National Officer
- Abby Stern, National Vice President of Membership
- Brisa Hernandez, National Vice President of Development
- Caitlin Foster, National First Vice President
- Colten Sedman, National Vice President of Public Relations
- Grace Allphin, National Vice President of Programs
- Hannah Owens, National Vice President of Competitive Events
- Madeline Wittstruck, National Vice President of Finance
- Marcia Williams, National Vice President of Community Service
- Nate Worley, National President of Parliamentary Law
- Tyler Lemley, National President
View these Program Award Winners:

- Career Connection Winners
  - Page County High School - High School Winner - Kennedy Strickler, presenter
  - Warren County Middle School - Middle School Winner - Melissa Zook, presenter
  - Liberty Middle School - Runner Up - Shamiya Dawson, presenter

- Community Service Winners
  - Boyd County High School FCCLA - High School Winner
  - Fredonia Junior FCCLA - Middle School Winner - Toryn Spohn and Hayven Ecton, presenters
  - Drummond High School FCCLA - Runner Up

- FACTS Winners
  - Black River High School - High School Winner
  - Granville Middle School - Middle School Winner - Ren Gaubert, presenter
  - Howells-Dodge High School - Runner Up - Madyson Cech, presenter
  - McCracken County High School - RSA Award

- Families First Winners
  - Houston County High School - High School Winner
  - Drummond High School FCCLA - Middle School Winner
  - Redfield FCCLA Chapter - Runner Up - Abby Evans, Breanna Roth, and Lilly Blume, presenters

- Financial Fitness Winners
  - Stasburg High School - High School Winner - Paige and Heather Hiserman, presenters
  - Southeast Middle School FCCLA - Middle School Winner - Angela Vidal, presenter
  - Twin River Jr./Sr. High School FCCLA - Runner Up - Chloe Cave, presenter

- STOP the Violence Winners
  - Alton FCCLA - High School Winner - Megan Croxford and Alyssa Bean, presenters
  - Beaumont Middle FCCLA - Middle School Winner
  - Tushka High School - Runner Up - Fisher Hurt and Raylee Holstine, presenters

- Student Body Winners
  - Page County High School - High School Winner - Micah Howan and Emma Sellers, presenters
  - Fredonia Junior FCCLA - Middle School Winner - Zoey Sims and Campbell Odell, presenters
  - McCracken County High School FCCLA - Runner UP - Anna Adreon and Lauren Ervin, presenters

View these highlighted STAR Event Projects:

- Latta High School - Kyndal Schlup, presenter - Promote and Publicize FCCLA!
- Berrien High School - Susanna Whidden, presenter - Promote and Publicize FCCLA!
- Tulsa Tech Fashion and Design - MatTyawna Harper, presenter - Fashion Construction
- Chiawana FCCLA - Kailee Sisounthone, Deztiny Rodriguez, and Kallista Rodriguez, presenters - Sustainability Challenge

ENERGIZE & EXERCISE VIDEOS

FCCLA’s Energize and Exercise videos are to get you moving and provide a fun break during the conference.

- Lizzo Choreography Dance Class with Ibn McClelland, NFL Cheerleader, Choreographer, Dancer
- Yoga with Bana Qashu, Owner of The Meeting Yogi
- Stretch Challenge with Dusty Goode, Middle School Health & PE Teacher
- “Feeling Good” TikTok Dance Tutorial with Leah Jackson, Dance Teacher
- Michael Jackson’s “Beat It” Dance Tutorial with Dusty Goode, Middle School Health & PE Teacher
- Mindful Meditation with Bana Qashu, Owner of The Meeting Yogi